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NOW THE SUBJECT OF A MAJOR STAGE PRODUCTION FEATURING THE TIGER LILLIES!
WORLD PREMIERE AT EDINBURGH'S LEITH THEATRE ON 11-11-2018 Intended ‘for a
theatre on Mars’, with a cast of nearly five hundred and running to over two hundred scenes,
Karl Kraus’s apocalyptic tragedy 'The Last Days of Mankind' is the longest play ever written. It is
also a biting satirical commentary on the outbreak and subsequent horrors of World War I. Karl
Kraus (1874-1936) ranks as one of the great satirists of 20th-century literature. In 1899 he
established his own journal, 'Die Fackel' (The Torch), to ‘drain the marsh of empty phrase-
making.’ His wide-ranging oeuvre comprises essays, short stories, poetry and aphorisms, and
culminated in the five-act play presented here. First published in 1920, 'The Last Days' employs
a collage of modernist techniques to evoke a despairing and darkly comical vision of the Great
War from the perspective of Kraus’ hometown, Vienna. At its centre Kraus places a cabal of war
mongering press barons and self-serving hacks, whose strategies of mass manipulation he
holds responsible for the very atrocities they report on in dispatches, editorials and feuilletons.
With this translation of the play in its entirety, Patrick Healy completes the work begun in 2014
when he published the first ever English-language version of the Prologue and Act I in the Kraus
anthology 'In These Great Times: Selected Writings'. The present edition includes an
introduction and a glossary of names and relevant terms.

Press Review for The Last Days of Mankind ‘It is wonderful to at last have the Viennese satirist’s
entire modernist masterwork available, complete, and with a scholarly introduction… Healy
conveys the communal bewilderment and rage in a dazzling vernacular as a chorus of voices
reacts to the outbreak of the Great War and the hell it created … It sizzles and flares.’ – Eileen
Battersby ‘The Last Days of Mankind is not just a huge document, it is an important
interpretation of a world at war and the beginnings of globalisation, which would intimately
undermine the nation states it gave birth to.’ – Gerard Howlin, Irish Examiner, 28 December 2016
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victoria gosling, “This is an absolutely fantastic new edition of Kraus's masterwork in its entirety.
This is an absolutely fantastic new edition of Kraus's masterwork in its entirety. Kraus was so
ahead of his time and what he had to say is even more relevant today. Translator Patrick Healy
has done a great job with the language. At over 600 pages, translating this can't have been an
easy task. It deserves the full five stars.”

undefined, “Finally a full translation of Kraus' searing masterpiece. Healy's .... Finally a full
translation of Kraus' searing masterpiece. Healy's clear and accessible translation should go a
long way towards helping it reach the English-speaking readership it deserves.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Impressive translation. Kraus's classic is finally getting the treatment he
deserves with this impressive and very readable translation by Mr Healy! An astonishing feat;
highly recommended to anyone with an interest in European modernism, WWI, Vienna, drama
and satire.”

Toxius Lee, “A great translation. A great translation with an interesting introduction that really
helps to place this enormous text in the right context. I also love the design and look of this
edition.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 8 people have provided feedback.
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